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Introduction

•

•

•

Competing influences often demand
“education” or “annual competency” in response
to organizational priorities and regulatory
requirements
Historic default: “everyone does everything,”
“check the box” approach to regulatory required
education and competency verification without
regard to outcome data and/or needs
assessments
The result: bloated education plans with poor
return on investment, and disengaged team
members fraught with education fatigue

Figure 1. Annual education & competency planning model
with various inputs, feeding into REACT as the throughput
to then obtaining a personalized, department specific plan
(output).

Objective

• Create a consistent process to aide leaders
•
•

in developing a pre-planned, balanced diet
of education & competency verification
Targeted to specific department needs
Eliminate the “empty calories” (i.e., education
not backed by a legal/regulatory requirement,
competency verifications that don’t reflect need
based on data)

Implementation
• Utilized the organization’s “Change
Management Toolkit”
• Mapped out implementation steps
• Defined accountabilities and roles
• Created a communication/education plan
tailored to each audience
• Set up an online repository and online
question/answer support
• Rolled out system-wide in 2021
Evaluation Methods
• Quantitative audit of completions, comparing
observed number of workbooks saved in the
repository to the expected number
• Focus groups to solicit qualitative feedback
on the tool itself and implementation

•
•

•

•

•

Results

•
•

770 departments in-scope
Median completion for sites was 92%
(Figure 3).
Focus groups provided input into
revisions/workflow fortifications for next
iteration of the tool. Themes included:
• Tool usability optimizations
• More connection to specialty practices
and accreditations/certifications
• Align with Donna Wright rollout
implementation
• Solidification of roles/responsibilities in
the completion process

•

Methods
Sample/Scope
• Hospital-based nursing departments with team
members providing direct-patient care
Design & Development
• Designed a conceptual model (Figure 1) and
operationalized it via an interactive tool, the
Regulatory Required Education Assessment
and Competency Tool, also called “REACT”
(Figure 2)
• Informed by the ANPD Clinical Education
Matrix, principles of educational design and
learning assessment, and the Donna Wright
Competency Model
• Tool tabs: General Regulatory Required
Education Assessment, Accreditation/
Certification/Specialty Education
Assessment, Competency Brainstorming &
Prioritization Spreadsheet, Competency
Selection, and final Planning Worksheet

Discussion

Figure 2. Cover page of the REACT workbook, an
interactive excel spreadsheet that operationalizes the
annual education and competency planning process.

Design & Development, continued
• Formed a steering team of key stakeholder
leaders to promote the shift to using
benchmarks/organizational priorities and set
system interpretations of regulatory
requirements
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Figure 3. Percentage completion (observed/expected)
by hospital site

Lack of ability to assess quality of completions
• Addressed in the next iteration by partnering
with System Quality to conduct a QMS audit
Leaders couldn’t speak to the process or why
behind the new approach
• Addressed in the next iteration via more
comprehensive training (e.g., Fall Forum)
Design opportunities to enhance completion
• Addressed in the next iteration
Did not purposefully plan for departments to
determine their cost savings/return on investment
• Addressed in next iteration with inclusion of an
ROI calculator within the workbook itself
Communication stream gaps in getting information
to all leaders in scope
• Designed a role for Competency Lead to
provide oversight and ensure communication
reached the correct audience
Technology limitations – no way to auto-generate
reports or collate data easily (manual process)
• Investigated an alternative platform, but unable
to meet the needs
Moving “Hazardous Waste” topic to include a
quality indicator to assess education need saved
the organization an est. $800 thousand dollars
Model passed multiple site DNV surveys

leader to consistently forecast & plan for future
education resource and budget needs
Meets the need of regulatory bodies, respects the
departments performance and outcomes
measures, and empowers team members to
participate in their own education development
REACT has been requested outside of nursing,
and copyright is being investigated
REACT continues to be tweaked and optimized
based on end-user feedback
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